The Short D Plate is made of brass or 316 stainless steel and fastened to the back of a single cylinder Type D interlock to allow front mounting. The thickness of the Short D plate is 3/8”.

NOTES:
1) 3/8”-16 tapped holes for mounting (4 holes).
The Long D Plate is made of brass or 316 stainless steel and fastened to the back of a multi-cylinder Type D interlock to allow front mounting. The thickness of the Long D Plate is 3/8”.

### LONG D PLATE DRAWING

**NOTES:**

2) 3/8”-16 tapped holes for mounting (6 holes).
The FN Plate is made of brass or 316 stainless steel and fastened to the end of a Type FN interlock to allow alternative mounting scenarios. The thickness of the FN Plate is 1/4".

**FN PLATE DRAWING**

**NOTES:**
3) .406" (10.32mm) dia. holes for mounting bolts (2 holes).
4) When ordering the FN Plate, consider adding 1/4" to the Type FN locking bolt length to compensate for the thickness of the FN Plate.
**ADAPTER PLATE ORDERING GUIDE**

**SHORT D PLATE** - To order this plate with your Type D interlock, put the letter “P” in column fourteen of the interlock part number. Reference part number when ordering separately.

- **Part Number - 316 Stainless Steel**
  - SD SERIES: S 9 0 0 1
  - HD SERIES: 1 2 3 4 5

- **Part Number - Brass**
  - SD SERIES: 8 0 3 2 9 0 1
  - HD SERIES: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

**LONG D PLATE** - To order this plate with your multi-cylinder Type D interlock, put the letter “P” in column fourteen of the interlock part number. Reference part number when ordering separately.

- **Part Number - 316 Stainless Steel**
  - SD SERIES: S 9 0 0 2
  - HD SERIES: 1 2 3 4 5

- **Part Number - Brass**
  - SD SERIES: 8 0 3 2 9 0 2
  - HD SERIES: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

**FN PLATE** - To order this plate with your Type FN interlock, put the letter “P” in column fourteen of the interlock part number. Reference part number when ordering separately.

- **Part Number - 316 Stainless Steel**
  - SD SERIES: S 9 0 0 3
  - HD SERIES: 1 2 3 4 5

- **Part Number - Brass**
  - SD SERIES: 1 5 5 9 8 7 0 1
  - HD SERIES: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9